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DIRECTOR, FBI (62109060) 

AC, DALLAS (89-43) (P) "2. 
ASSASSINATION. OF_PRESIDENT_- 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY,-.~ - 
DALLAS, TEXAS, 11/22/63.» 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 

a . CONCERNING | oa SRL] oe 

oe antag a eee 
7, : Re Dallas airtel to Bureau dated 10/3/67 and 

‘Houston airtel to Bureau dated 10/11/67, . ..._—-- 

  

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of a. «=>. 
letterhead memorandum reflecting interview 10/25/67, witha ~- 
MR. CLARENCE A, PELTON, Saginaw, Texas, Two copies of this 
letterhead memorandum are also being furnished to Houston -°- 
and San Antonio with one copy of the letterhead memorandum. ~ 
furnished for information to New Orleans, For further er 
assistance of the San Antonio Division, there is also 0°.” 
enclosed. a copy of Houston airtel to Bureau dated 9/6/67. 

For further background information of San Antonio, 
the Bureau has instructed that efforts be made to identify 
the writer of the note found in the address book at Houston, 
Texas, and in connection with this matter, Dallas has conducted 
extensive investigation, As noted in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum, MR, CLARENCE A, PELTON has indicated that he was 
formerly associated with ac oi E VAUGHAN and although he : : i 
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     “agig 2 ,written the note, he did recall that VAUGHAN was a patient: 
v.77 ° {at the Veterans Administration (YA) Hospital, Waco, Texas,‘%: 

during the period 1964 - 1965 in the Psychiatric Ward, It + 
is further noted that at the inception of this investigation, 
the telephone number shown in the anonymous note, TA 7-0438, 

wires has been listed for the last nine years to MRS, FRANCES We =. 
oe VAUGHAN, 5320 Martel Street, Dallas, Texas, Extensive inter-, -. 
Toe view with MRS, YAUGHAN reflects that she divorced CLYDE <-> -...#:: 
ote Det VAUGHAN during 1956 but that he from time to time has used... , 
t2. 2 her telephone number, Although she is still divorced from fo 

    

Cot CLYDE VAUGHAN, they are still on friendly terms, She could ‘ 
wee furnish no ‘information regarding the identity of the. writer . ai 

of the above note, | oo, . a o . no a 

On 9/28/67, MR, CLYDE VAUGHAN was located and t intera . 
viewed at the Elfab Co,, Dallas, Texas, During the interview, -:y0+..-" 

- he disclaimed any knowledge of the identity of the writer of ~-<).4%\". 
the above note but did state that he from time to time has used Fer 
the telephone number mentioned in. this note, 7A. TBs vee Ee 
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. HOUSTON 7 a 
AT HOUSTON, TEXAS, Attempt to obtain handprinting §-.- - 

vie. or handwriting samples o RENCE A, PELTON through BiB es. aye 
-“- former employers, the Coca-Cola Co, (1963 ~ 1964) and. ~~ | 2A 
““** Dickerson Co, (1963), Forward any samples obtained to the- = * 

“* FBI Laboratory for comparison with anonymous note previously: 
Submitted to the Lab by Houston in its airtel of 9/6/67. ao 

  

SAN ANTONIO 

ine AT WACO, TEXAS, At the vA Hospital, attempt to. an 

Dr obtain handprinting or handwriting samples of CLYDE VAUGHAN | 
who allegedly was a patient there during 1964 ~ 1965 in the - 
Psychiatric Ward, Forward any samples obtained to the FBI 

Lab for comparison with anonymous notes . : 

DALLAS eo a es a“ 

      
      

  

as AT DALLAS TEXAS, Conduct same investigation at aS 
Texas Instruments (w ere RENCE Ae PELTON was employed 

during | 1962), : 

   


